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ABSTRACT

The use of lasers in medicine and biology has demonstrated its interest   through   innovative

advanced   technologies   such as laser microdissection and /or photoablation which at different

levels of expression enable understanding of the physiological mechanisms in the evolution of

a disease. Lasers   have achieved a prominent position in medical application and offer unique

advantages for medical diagnosis, therapeutic treatments   and internal surgeries in most

medical disciplines including   dermatology, dentistry, neurosurgery, eye surgery, cancer surgery,

urology, gastroenterology etc. because of their ability to deliver high precision treatments,

whilst remaining minimally invasive. Thus Laser- based therapies and diagnostic methods

represent an area of huge future potential.Research efforts andcontinuous improvements over

recent years have resulted in   excimer lasers becoming the tool of choice for many applications

in medical sciences.Excimer   lasers, which are pulsed gas lasers operating with a special

mixture of noble gases and halogens, emit laser radiation in the UV and VUV spectra, at

discrete wavelengths between 351 nm and 157 nm, have  shown promise in dermatology,

angioplasty, bilary laser   lithotripsy, ophthalmology and orthopedics. The principal advantage

of excimer lasers is that they are capable of producing a very small, precise spot at a very low

(UV) wavelength. Excimer lasers are excellent for removing excess material through laser ablation

due to the fact that they are able to precisely destroy material with little to no thermal buildup.In

the present review, applications of excimer lasers in biomedical sciences particularly in

dermatology,ophthalmology, angioplasty, orthopaedics, lithotripsy,dentistry, medical implants

have been presented and recent studies carried out have been reviewed.Laser-associated

micro dissection offers a rapid, precise method of isolating and removing targeted cells or

groups of cells from complex biological tissues which may be helpful in understanding

physiological   mechanisms   on the level of a specific cell population and even on the level of

the single cell in disease conditions.  Multidisciplinary research studies on the interaction of

laser with biological   tissue at   molecular level using   biotechnological   tools will enhace the

therapeutic potential of laser technology     in   diagnosis   and   treatment  of    chronic complex

diseases  especially  cancer ,  genetic disorders, neurogegenerative disorders ,

multidrugresistence tuberculosis ,  autoimmune diseases , HIV etc. and  it  may also  be useful

in  designing  new and innovative strategies in drug delivery and image-guided surgery.

Keywords: Excimer Lasers, Laser-tissue Interaction, Bio-medical Applications: Dermatology,

Ophthamology, Angioplasty, Lithotripsy, Orthopaedics, Dentistry, Biomedical Implants/ Materials/
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INTRODUCTION

Laser : Light Amplified Stimulated Emission

Radiation, unlike a standard light beam, is a

source of monochromatic, coherent and

unidirectional light. Over the past 50 years,

scientific research and innovations made

revolution in laser and led to the development

of many new varieties of laser becoming an

integral part of human life   with   multiple

numerous applications from medicine to

manufacturing, from communication to

measurement and from research and analysis

to entertainment. The first   working laser was

demonstrated on 16 May 1960 by Theodore

Maiman at Hughes Research Laboratory. Since
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then the laser was being applied in medical

procedure.  In December1961, a ruby laser was

used to destroy an eye tumour at Columbia

Presbyterian Hospital. Today lasers   have

achieved a prominent position in medical

application and offer unique advantages for

medical diagnosis, therapeutic treatments   and

internal surgeries in most  medical disciplines

including dermatology, dentistry, neurosurgery,

eye surgery, cancer surgery , urology,

gastroenterology etc. because of their ability to

deliver high precision treatments, whilst

remaining minimally invasive. Thus Laser- based

therapies and diagnostic methods represent an

area of huge future potential. Different types of

laser like Nd:YAG laser,CO
2  

laser, KTP laser, Ho:

YAG laser , diode lasers, excimer lasers etc. are

currently being used for various medical

applications. In the present review, different

applications of excimer lasers in various

disciplines of medical sciences have been

addressed.The main medical application is the

use of excimer lasers at 193 nm in ophthalmology

for vision-correction systems. A total of about

10,000 lasers are currently operating worldwide.

The theoretical basis for the laser was

established in 1917, when Einstein postulated

the theoretical concept of stimulated emission.[1]

The first   excimer laser was built in 1971 by

Basow, 54 years later.[2]

Excimer lasers are pulsed gas lasers

operating with a special mixture of noble gases

and Halogens. They emit laser radiation in the

UV and VUV spectra, at discrete wavelengths

between 351 nm and 157 nm.The most

commonly used excimer  lasers are krypton

fluoride ( KrF , 248 nm),  argon  fluoride ( ArF,

193 nm), xenon chloride (XeCl, 308 nm), xenon

fluoride (XeF, 351 nm).   Research efforts

andcontinuous improvements over recent years

have resulted in excimer lasers becoming the

tool of choice for many applications in medical

sciences. Excimer lasers have shown promise

in angioplasty, bilary laser  lithotripsy,

ophthalmology and orthopedics. It is heartening

to emphasize that the first laser eye surgery

using an excimer laser was performed in 1987,

by ophthalmologist Steven Trokel.  Today

millions undergo eye surgery every year which

is a path breaking achievement in eye surgery.

Another medical application where excimer

lasers are being used is dermatology for treating

a variety of dermatological conditions including

psoriasis, vitiligo, atopic dermatitis, alopecia

areata and leukoderma.

EXCIMER LASER AND LASER – TISSUE
INTERACTION

The term “excimer” is a shortened form of

“excited dimer”, which describes a molecule

formed from two identical noble gas atoms.These

atoms will only bond with each other in an excited

state. The term  “excimer” was later expanded

to include all combinations of rare gases and

halides. Therefore,  in laser physics, all rare-

gas halides and similar molecules are excimers,

which are not really dimers. Nowadays excimer

lasers are the dominant UV source in many

applications. Using an excimer laser is the easiest

way to generate photons in the deep ultraviolet.

Although it is possible to generate radiation below

350 nm with solid-state lasers using non-linear

optical effects, tremendous effort is involved in

this process. A frequency-tripled Nd-YAG laser,

for example, emits at 355 nm, but to generate

photons in the deeper UV the processes become

more and more inefficient. If output power is

needed, solid-state lasers are definitely no

match for excimer lasers.Due to their complex

technology, the first excimer  lasers were very

sensitive devices. However, this has changed

dramatically. As a result of effective improvement

over the last 15 years, excimer lasers have now

become fully competitive with other commercially

used laser systems. Excimer   lasers are pulsed

gas lasers operating with a special mixture of

noble gases and halogens. They emit laser

radiation in the UV and VUV spectra, at discrete

wavelengths between 351 nm and 157 nm.

Continuous improvements over recent years

have resulted in excimer lasers becoming the

tool of choice for many applications.  The

excimer    lasers   produce   ultraviolet   light

which due to its short  wavelength allows for high-

precision imaging. Different excimer laser

transitions have been used to generate light

pulses at various wavelengths between 126 nm

and about 660 nm. The most commonly used

excimer  lasers are krypton fluoride ( KrF , 248

nm),  argon  fluoride ( ArF,  193 nm), xenon

chloride ( XeCl, 308 nm ), xenon fluoride ( XeF,

351 nm ). Laser action in an excimer molecule
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occurs because it has a bound excited state, but

a repulsive ground state which is due to the fact

that noble gases like xenon (Xe) and krypton (Kr)

do not usually form compound. These noble

gases in excited state can form temporarily

bound molecules with themselves or with

halogens like fluorine and chlorine. This bound

state is the upper laser level in the case of

excimer laser level. The excited   compound can

give up its excess energy by undergoing

spontaneous or stimulated emission, resulting

in a strongly repulsive ground state molecule

which very quickly dissociates back into two

unbound atoms.Since the excimer molecule

returns to the unexcited ground state and

separates into atoms, the population inversion

condition is achieved the moment excited state

is created, since the population of ground level

is nil.

Excimer  lasers are powerful ultraviolet

lasers which use a mixture of noble gases and

halogens as a gain medium.All  lasers consist of

three components: a pump (energy source), a

gain (or laser) medium, and an optical resonator.

The pump provides energy which is amplified by

the gain medium. This energy is eventually

converted into light and is reflected through the

optical resonator which then emits the final output

beam.

Like most gas lasers, excimer laser power

is provided by an electrical current source. The

laser medium is a tube filled with three different

types of gases:

-  A noble gas (argon, krypton, or xenon)

- A halogen gas (fluorine, chlorine, or

bromine)

- A buffer gas (typically neon or helium)

Excimer lasers rely on the interaction

between the noble gas and the halogen gas to

produce a high-powered beam. The current

source pumps the gas medium using very short,

high voltage pulses transmitted through metal

electrodes; the pulse excites the gas atoms and

causes them to fuse together into atomic pairs

called dimers. For example, pumping an argon

fluoride (ArF) laser causes asymmetric molecules

of ArF to form. Excimers only remain bound in

an excited state, so that following the pulsed

electrical discharge the atoms separate once

again. While active, though, the excimers emit a

burst of electromagnetic radiation before quickly

dissociating into separate gases. This   rapid

dissociation prevents molecular reabsorption of

the emitted radiation, making it possible to

achieve high gain using a relatively small

concentration of excimers. The radiation is then

reflected by mirrors placed at both ends of the

gas tube (representing the optical

resonator) until the beam is emitted via the front

mirror.

Laser actions are governed according to the

discovery of Einstein that light does not consist

of continuous waves or small particles but it exists

as bundles of wave energy called photons.[3]

The type of interaction of laser with tissue

that occurs depends on various factors such as

the properties of laser system (wavelength,

energy pulsed / continuous mode of emission),

local blood circulation, the optical properties of

the tissues, and the immune response of the

patient.[4,5] Further  such type of interaction

involves different effects like photo thermal

effect, mechanical effect, photo chemical effect

, tissue-welding effect.  The understanding of

interaction of laser with tissue involving different

components viz protein, water, fat, melanin,

hemoglobin etc. has led to numerous medical

applications. Laser-tissue interaction involves

scattering, absorption, heat generation and such

properties could be harnessed for different

applications. Time  of interaction of the laser

beam and intensity of the beam play critical role

in defining the application of laser in humans

subjects. These   parameters need  to be

selected accordingly for a given purpose. The

scattering  properties of tissue could themselves

be of diagnostic interest. Many spectrometric

techniques like  Laser  Dopler  Perfusion , Optical

Coherence Tomography, Raman Scattering

Spectroscopy etc. are based on scattering and

haves played significant role in designing the

laser of diagnostic purpose.  In excimer laser

ablation, which involves ultraviolet laser action

based on a medium of noble gas halides,the

mechanism of tissue cutting by the 193 nm

eximer laser is non-thermal and involves direct

breakage of covalent bonds.Another

characteristics  of ultraviolet   radiation is its high

tissue absorption coefficient leading to shallow
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penetration independent of water content. The

combination of pulsed delivery, limited tissue

penetration and non-thermal mechanism   of

tissue interaction   seems to be ideally suited to

extremely precise layer by layer ablation and

make eximer lasers with diverse medical

applications.

BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS

The   effective   utilization of lasers in

medical sciences arises in many situations due

to the unique aspects of laser light. The

advantageous characteristic of lasers is due the

ability to deliver   high energy   at precise

wavelengths  to minimize invasive damage.  The

technology of optical fibers facilitates   precise

delivery of very high energy to small regions of

the tissues. Absorption of light by the target

tissue and the depth of penetration  are both

wavelength dependant and thus several kinds

of lasers have been developed for medical and

therapeutic applications. The various kinds of

lasers commonly used in   many medical

applications are CO
2 
lasers, Argon ion lasers, Nd:

YAG lasers, KTP-532 lasers, Pulse-dye lasers,

Alexanderite lasers,

Ho: YAG lasers, Er. YAG lasers, Diode

lasers, Excimer lasers.The largest application of

Excimer lasers for medical use is in refractive

laser surgery. As an ophthalmological  tool

,excimer laser has been widely used for

photoablation process. The precision of excimer

laser and, more important, the lack of damage

to surrounding tissue, are instrumental for

correction of refractive errors or optical problems

of the eye, including nearsightedness,

farsightedness, and astigmatism. Excimer laser

light is typically absorbed in less than a

nanometer of tissue. By means of intense

excimer pulses, the surface of the human cornea

is reshaped to change its refractive power and

thus to correct for short or long sightedness.

 Another medical application where excimer

lasers are being used is dermatology for treating

a variety of dermatological conditions including

psoriasis, vitiligo, atopic dermatitis, alopecia

areata and leukoderma.  The biomedical

applications of excimer lasers   in various disease

conditions are discussed below.

Dermatology

The use of eximer laser in dermatology has

been considered   more effective as compared

to conventional phototherapy and

photochemotherapy because of the lower

cumulative UV-dose involved, the shorter time

frame required for treatment and the option of

targeting individual lesions without affecting the

surrounding healthy skin.Grema  and  Raulin

have reviewed the application of eximer laser in

various skin diseases such as psoriasis vulgaris,

vitiligo and atopic eczema and it has been found

very useful in these skin diseases. The eximer

laser has also been found effective in case

studies ranging from post-operative

hypopigmentation to acne vulgaris and from

alopecia areata to parapsoriasis en plaque.[6]UVB

phototherapy has been found effective for the

treatment of psoriasis. It has been observed that

for patients with localized plaque-type lesions,

308-nm excimer laser phototherapy offers rapidly

delivered, targeted, high UVB doses, while

sparing adjacent healthy skin.Studies have been

conducted to compare the advantages and

disadvantages of the 308-nm xenon chloride

(XeCI)UVB excimer laser with non targeted

broadband UVB (BB-UVB), narrowband UVB (NB-

UVB), and psoralen plus UVA (PUVA)

phototherapies and it has been  proposed  that

excimer laser exclusively treats diseased skin

with better response rates, split-body trials

revealed no differences.[7] Narrowband UVB (311

nm) phototherapy is a well-established, widely

used and highly efficient treatment for psoriasis

which is a chronic, genetically determined

inflammatory disease, characterized by an

immunomediated pathogenesis, but a big

disadvantage of this therapy is that large areas

of unaffected skin are also  irradiated along with

the psoriatic lesions. Keeping in view of this

disadvantage  studies have been conducted to

evaluate a 308-nm excimer laser and a 308-nm

excimer lamp in comparison with 311-nm

narrowband UVB in the treatment of patch

psoriasis by using two different dose-increase

schemes and the results of the study revealed

that  both 308-nm light sources can clear patch

psoriasis in a similar manner to standard

phototherapy, with the advantage of the ability

to treat exclusively the affected skin and with a

reduced cumulative dose, thus perhaps
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reducing the long-term risk of carcinogenicity.[8]

Recently   Mehraban   and   Feily have

reviewed the efficacy  of 308nm xenon-chloride

excimer laser in treatment of  dermatological

disorders  and found   that 308-nm excimer laser

has currently a verified efficacy in treating skin

conditions such as vitiligo, psoriasis, atopic

dermatitis, alopecia areata, allergic rhinitis,

folliculitis, granuloma annulare, lichen planus,

mycosis fungoides, palmoplantar pustulosis,

pityriasis alba, CD30+ lympho proliferative

disorder, leukoderma, prurigo nodularis,

localized scleroderma and genital l ichen

sclerosus.[9]

Park  et al has reviewed the application of

monochromatic excimer light (MEL) in

dermatology which has been found effective for

the treatment of vitiligo. The specific 308-nm

radiation wavelength is delivered in a targeted

form by the xenon-chloride excimer laser and is

also available in an incoherent form that is

commonly referred to as the excimer lamp. MEL

administered by both laser and lamp has shown

efficacy superior to NB-UVB for the treatment of

vitiligo and induces more changes at the cellular

level than conventional UVB modalities. The

excimer laser has been found  effective in adults

and children with vitiligo in all skin types as

monotherapy or in combination with other

established vitiligo therapeutics.[10]Studies have

been conducted to analyze  the efficacy of  the

308 nm excimer light in psoriasis, palmoplantar

pustulosis, vitiligo, mycosis fungoides and

alopecia areata and to examine potential new

indications in patients and the results of the

study confirm the use of monochromatic excimer

light as a valid choice for the treatment of

psoriasis, vitiligo, and mycosis fungoides and  it

has also been observed that monochromatic

excimer light produces a therapeutic response

in prurigo nodularis, localized scleroderma,

genital l ichen sclerosus, and granuloma

annulare on the assessment of clinical response

using photos, biopsies and specific clinical

scores.[11]John et al  studied the response of

308nm Excimer Laser to facial  Vitiligo and the

results of the study revealed  encouraging

response in the treatment  of  male patients with

Fitzpatrick skin types IV to VI undergoing

combination treatment utilizing excimer laser with

calcipotriene.[12] It is interesting to note  that  the

308nm excimer laser is a newer treatment option

that can yield impressive results in an

abbreviated time frame. [10] Nicolaidou et

al[10] reviewed the use of excimer laser and

demonstrated that 15 to 50 percent of patients

achieved greater than 75-percent repigmenta-

tion. Notably, excimer laser treatment periods

were 15 weeks or less in the overwhelming

majority of the studies analyzed.[10] Additionally,

there has been some evidence that excimer laser

treatment causes faster, more complete

repigmentation in patients with higher Fitzpatrick

skin types. [13,14,15] Passeron et al   has conducted

the studies to compare the efficacy of combined

tacrolimus and 308-nm excimer laser therapy vs

308-nm excimer laser monotherapy in treating

vitiligo and the studies revealed that the

combination treatment of 0.1% tacrolimus

ointment plus the 308-nm excimer laser is

superior to 308-nm excimer laser monotherapy

for the treatment of UV-resistant vitiliginous

lesions. Further the results of the study also

confirm the efficacy and the good tolerance of

the 308-nm excimer laser in monotherapy for

treating localized vitiligo  but this treatment

regimen should be proposed only for UV-

sensitive areas.[16] A prospective clinical study has

been conducted in patients with vitiliginous

patches  to investigate the clinical efficacy, safety,

and psychosocial impact after treating vitiligo with

the 308-nm excimer laser and the results of the

study indicate that the treatment of vitiligo using

the 308-nm excimer laser is effective and safe

and improves psychosocial quality of life. It has

also been observed that lesion location, duration

of disease, and treatment duration are factors

affecting the clinical and psychological

outcome.[17] Hofer   et al   has conducted the

study to determine the optimal frequency of 308-

nm excimer laser therapy for vitiligo and

observed that 308-nm excimer laser therapy is

effective against viti l igo. Although

repigmentation occurs fastest with 3x weekly

treatment, the ultimate repigmentation initiation

seems to depend entirely on the total number of

treatments, not their frequency. On the basis of

the results of the study  it has also been argued

that treatment periods of more than 12 weeks

may be necessary to obtain a satisfactory clinical

repigmentation, particularly when vitiligo lesions
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are treated only 1x or 2x compared with 3x

weekly.[18] Alhowaish et al  has reviewed the

effectiveness of  380-nm excimer laser in the

treatment of vitiligo based on the available

studies and case series  and found that the

excimer laser most likely constitutes the

treatment of choice for localized vitiligo as

compared to other treatment modalities and its

efficacy can be further improved in combination

with other therapies such as corticosteroids,

pimecrolimus, or tacrolimus.[19]Bronfenbrener   et

al   has   studied the efficacy of  308nm  excimer

laser in treatment of Granuloma Annulare

Granuloma annulare (GA) which  is a relatively

common disorder with a female predominance

that usually presents as 1 to 5cm skin-colored

or erythematous annular plaques with peripheral

papules  and  a 73-year-old woman with a long-

standing history of GA presented to the

dermatology clinic complaining of gradual

worsening of her condition was treated with the

excimer lesser and this case of generalized GA

treated with the excimer laser resulted in

resolution of lesions that had been refractory to

other therapies.[20]

Goldinger et al in their study indicated that

monochromatic phototherapies such as 311-nm

narrowband ultraviolet B therapy and 308-nm

xenon chloride excimer laser have been found

an effective and safe therapeutic option in

children and adult patients with vitiligo and the

addition of topically applied calcipotriol to

phototherapy may increase its effectiveness.

The results of the   study showed that  the addition

of calcipotriol ointment to 308-nm xenon chloride

excimer laser phototherapy does not significantly

enhance its efficacy and  small  additive effects

must be investigated in a larger trial.[21]Low dose

excimer 308 nm laser has been studied for its

effectiveness  in treatment of lichen

planopilaris (LPP)  which  is a difficult to treat,

chronic, inflammatory autoimmune disease

targeting the hair follicle that eventually leads to

permanent irreversible scarring alopecia  and  

commonly affects adult women on the central

scalp with multifocal patches, perifollicular

erythema, hyperkeratosis, and subjective

complaints like pruritus or pain. The results of

the study have shown that  for chronic

inflammation UV-B excimer laser treatment might

also be effective in LPP, since it has proven

beneficial for certain inflammatory skin disorders

that are mediated by lymphocytes and are

responsive to psoralen plus UV-A

therapy.[22]Tejaswi  et al  reviewed the studies

describing excimer laser treatment protocol with

particular attention to dosage determination,

dose adjustment, dose fluency, number of

treatments, and maintenance with an aim  to

characterize treatment parameters for 308 nm

excimer laser phototherapy and found that the

308 nm excimer laser is an effective therapy for

psoriasis regardless of the method used to

determine initial dosage, dose fluency, or

number of treatments. As its usage as a targeted

monotherapy increases, future trials should

consider evaluating and modifying these

parameters to determine the most optimal

management of localized psoriasis. They  have

observed that  there is no consensus for a single

excimer laser therapy protocol and as a result,

patient preferences should continue to be an

important consideration for phototherapy

regimen planning.[23] Besides above studies,

several other studies have been conducted to

evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of 308 nm

excimer laser in treatment of   alopecia areata

(AA )  and psoriasis and it has been effective in

the treatment of these skin disorders .[24-32]It has

been shown that 193 nm excimer laser irradiation

has potential to   cleanly and effectively ablate a

vascular tissue with minimal thermal damage to

surrounding adjacent structures and the 193 nm

excimer laser  has been  used to remove guinea

pig epidermis in vivo.  The results of the study

indicate   that the epidermis can be totally ablated

with thermal damage extending only superficially

into the dermis and this technique may be

applicable to the removal of benign epidermal

lesions.[33,97]Gattu et al has reviewed   the studies

of  the 308-nm excimer laser in the treatment of

psoriasis vulgaris, palmoplantar psoriasis, and

psoriasis of the scalp. The XeCl excimer emits a

308-nm wavelength beam of light that is

monochromatic and coherent which allow

selectivity when used as phototherapy against

a psoriatic lesion while sparing healthy

surrounding tissue.[34]Clinical studies have been

conducted  to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy

and safety of a 308-nm excimer laser for the

treatment of scalp and palmoplantar psoriasis

and the results of the study revealed that  the
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308-nm excimer laser is an effective, safe, easy,

and relatively quicker method for the treatment

of psoriasis at difficult to treat sites, with good

results in a somewhat short time.[35] An open  level

pilot study has  been conducted   to assess the

efficacy of combination therapy using 308-nm

excimer laser, clobetasol propionate spray and

calcitriol ointment for the treatment of moderate

to severe generalized psoriasis  and  the results

of the study revealed that excimer laser therapy

combined with an optimized topical regimen that

includes clobetasol spray followed by calictriol

ointment appears to be an effective treatment

for moderate to severe generalized psoriasis that

avoids the risk of serious internal side effects

associated with many systemic agents.[36]Han et

al conducted studies to evaluate the efficacy and

safety of 308-nm monochromatic excimer light

(MEL) in the treatment of psoriasis vulgaris and

palmoplantar psoriasis and  found that the MEL

therapy is well tolerated with a low incidence of

side effects, which included pruritus, erythema

and blister formation. The results of the study

revealed that the 308-nm MEL can be utilized

as an effective and safe treatment modality for

patients with mild-to-moderate psoriasis vulgaris

and palmoplantar psoriasis. [37]Kawada  has

reviewed  the efficacy of light sources targeted

phototherapy which  include broad-band UVB,

narrow-band UVB, 308-nm excimer laser and

light, 307-nm excimer light and 312-nm flat-type

fluorescent lamp  for the treatment of

psosriasis.[38]308 nm excimer  laser  has been

found effective  for  the treatment of  Atopic

dermatitis (AD) which  is a chronic, inflammatory

skin disease affecting 3% of adults and 20% of

children .[39]

Ophthalmology

Argon fluoride excimer lasers operating at

a wavelength of 193 nm are being used

extensively throughout the world for both

photorefractive (PRK) and phototherapeutic

(PTK) keratectomies.Study   has been

conducted to assess  the visual outcome of

excimer laser photorefractive keratectomy ( LPK

) and laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) for the

correction of moderate and high myopiain  where

the LASIK technique included a nasally based,

150 microns thick, 8.0 x 9.0 mm diameter,

truncated, disc-shaped corneal flap created with

a microkeratome and the ablation of the stroma

with a 193-nanometer ArF excimer laser and the

photorefractive keratectomy technique included

mechanical removal of the epithelium and

ablation of the stroma with a 193-nanometer ArF

excimer laser. The results of the study revealed

that LASIK was more effective than

photorefractive keratectomy in higher myopes.It

was also observed that  LASIK created less

corneal haze and the refraction was more stable

with LASIK in the correction of high myopia and

its predictability was found  three times that

of PRK.[40] The argon fluoride excimer laser emits

radiation in the far ultraviolet part of the

electromagnetic spectrum (193 nm). Each

photon has high individual energy. Research

studies have shown   that exposure of tissues

with peak absorption around 193 nm results in

removal of surface layers (photoablation) with

extremely high precision and minimal damage

to non-irradiated areas and this precision is

confirmed in a series of experiments on cadaver

eyes and the treatment of eyes with anterior

corneal disease and found that multiple zone

excimer laser superficial keratectomy is

considered the treatment of choice for rough,

painful corneal surfaces. Where good visual

potential exists, ablation of a single axial zone is

recommended and results in improved visual

acuity and reduction of glare. [41] In addition to

above studies,   several studies have been

conducted   to assess the effectiveness of

excimer   laser   in   surgery of cornia   and

correction of astigmatism and excimer laser has

been found useful. [42-51]Studies have been

conducted to evaluate epithelial wound healing

and visual outcome of excimer laser

photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) performed on

high myopic eyes with contact lens intolerance

due to dry eye and the results of the study have

revealed that   PRK is effective for patients with

high myopia and contact lense intolerance due

to dry eye.[52] Taylor et al   conducted  the studies

to assess the safety and efficacy of excimer laser

treatment of myopic astigmatism and to compare

this with the excimer laser treatment of myopia

where A VISX Twenty/Twenty  excimer laser was

used to perform either photo astigmatic

refractive keratectomy or photorefractive

keratectomy and the results of the study

revealed that  excimer laser surgery offers an
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effective option in the treatment of myopic

astigmatism.[53]In an another study a series of 122

eyes with band keratopathy was treated by

excimer laser phototherapeutic keratectomy

(PTK), with a mean follow up of over 12.3 months

(range 3 to 60 months) which revealed that

excimer laser PTK is a safe and effective

outpatient treatment for band

keratopathy.[54]Laser intrastromal keratomileusis

(LASIK) has been found   an evolving technique

enabling  high degrees of myopia and myopic

astigmatism to be corrected. Clinical studies

have shown that for the correction of high myopia

and myopic astigmatism, LASIK results in less

postoperative pain and relatively little

subepithelial haze compared with high myopic

photorefractive keratectomy. Furthermore, a

stable refraction and reasonably predictable

outcome occurs much earlier and high myopia

up to -37.0 D can also be corrected.[55] In a

comparative study of excimer laser ablation of

the cornea and crystalline lens using 193 nm

and 248 nm radiation, it has been found that

threshold fluence for corneal and lens ablation

was higher at 248 nm than at 193 nm. conforming

that the excimer laser is effective in producing

well controlled ablation of the crystalline lens in

vitro, with effects parallel to those seen in the

cornea.  [56]The 193 nm excimer laser has

generated much interest as a rapidly developing

new technology for the correction of refractive

errors.Previously published reports have

demonstrated the efficacy of excimer laser

photorefractive and phototherapeutic

keratectomy in the treatment of low myopia, high

myopia, and comeal scars.Photorefractive

keratectomy using the 193-nm excimer laser

appears to be a safe, effective treatment for the

reduction of low, moderate, and high myopia.

The results are more predictable in low and

moderate myopia, than in higher degrees of

myopia. [57-64]

Angioplasty

Excimer Laser Angioplasty has become now

a days a powerful tool   for treating heart disease.

It has been found that other laser types are too

hot for delicate coronary surgery and could

damage tissue, cause blood vessel spasms, or

create blood clots. The excimer is a ‘cool‘ laser

that uses ultraviolet light energy to operate at

65° C, a temperature human tissue can

tolerate.Laser angioplasty is a procedure where

a thin fiber-optic catheter is inserted into an

artery in the leg and threaded to a blockage in a

coronary artery. A tiny optical assembly diffuses

the laser strand into a small cone-shaped laser

beam as it is emitted from the catheter. The non-

thermal laser vaporizes blockages in the artery

without damaging delicate tissue. The procedure

can be performed in a non-surgical setting using

a local anesthetic. The hospital stay is minimal,

and there is less post-operative pain, discomfort,

and risk to the patient. Developed by Advanced

Interventional Systems, Inc., the Dymer 200+

excimer laser angioplasty system vaporizes the

buildup of fatty deposits - called plaque - in the

arteries. It is safer than coronary bypass

operations and offers wider utility than balloon

angioplasty. In clinical trials the success rate in

opening blocked coronary arteries was shown

to be 85 percent, with fewer complications than

in balloon angioplasty. In January 1992, the

system received Food and Drug Administration

approval for treatment of coronary disease.

Excimer laser–facilitated coronary angioplasty

has been   found   clinically beficial in treating

heart disease as reported by   many research

workers. This technology has great use in tubular,

diffuse, calcified, total, subtotal, and ostial

lesions. In addition to these advantages , the

photoablative properties of excimer lasers result

in precise atheroablation, including calcium,

without harmful thermal injury. [65-71]The studies

conducted on the feasibility and safety of

excimer laser angioplasty in selective patients

with complicated acute myocardial infarction

have  revealed  that  application of excimer laser

coronary angioplasty is feasible and safe in

patients with acute myocardial infarction who

either fail to respond to thrombolytics or have

contraindications to these agents and

intracoronary thrombus at the target lesion can

be successfully dissolved with this wavelength

laser energy without adverse effect on the

procedure results.[72]In a clinical multicentric trial

study conducted   to  evaluate  safety and

efficacy of excimer laser angioplasty in patients

with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) with

thrombus-laden lesions,95% device

success,97% angiographic success, and 91%

overall procedural success rate were
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recorded.[73]Mintz et al studied the mechanisms

of excimer laser coronary angioplasty (ELCA) in

human coronary arteries in vivo selecting to treat

202 lesions in 190 patients and it was found that

ELCA increased lumen CSA by both

atheroablation and vessel expansion without

calcium ablation and superficial fibrocalcific

deposits developed a characteristic fragmented

appearance which support both photoablation

and forced vessel expansion as mechanisms of

lumen enlargement and plaque dissection after

ELCA.[74]In  a clinical study conducted  to evaluate

the efficacy and safety of percutaneous coronary

excimer laser angioplasty in  patients with

coronary artery disease it has been observed

that coronary excimer laser angioplasty for

ablation of obstructive lesions is feasible and safe

in patients with stable angina.[75]

Lithotripsy

Weiqiang et al studied the use ofa XeCl

(308 nm) excimer laser in fragmentation of biliary

stones and found that sixty biliary calculipigment

(n=40) and cholesterol (n=20) were fragmented

in vitro. The results of the study indicate that the

308 nm excimer laser may be effective as a laser

lithotriptor with low threshold and good efficiency

for biliary stone fragmentation.[76] A study has

been conducted where a long pulse XeCl excimer

laser (200 ns) has been used to induce

fragmentation of human urinary stone and

artificial model during in vitro experiments and it

has been found that total fragmentation was

always successfully achieved, requiring a

variable number of pulses (10-100) depending

on the pulse energy and the hardness of the

sample.[77] Gundlach et al. conducted an in vitro

study to evaluate the application   of a laser beam

for the fragmentation of salivary stones where

optimal fragmentation was achieved using a

pulsed excimer laser with a pulse width of 60 ns

and a wave-length of 308 or 351 nm  and  a new

“sialoendoscope” technique was developed.

Laser lithotripsy of salivary stones with

endoscopic monitoring represents a novel

method that permits treatment on an outpatient

basis under local anaesthesia.[78]

Orthopaedics

Landsman etal   has   reviewed the

applications of various kinds of lasers including

excimer lasers in podiatric and orthopedic

csurgery.[79]The   excimer lasers have been

found  very  useful in orthopaedic surgery. It has

been shown useful   to provide forth edenudingof

cartilage from bone due to its having an

irradiation range approximately the same as

cartilage’s absorption pattern.This would allow

fortheablation of cartilage with minute amounts

of peripheral   necrosis  or structural change of

the adjacent bone. The excimer laser has been

found to be of great benefit compared with   with

the CO
2 
and Nd-YAG lasers for fibrocartilageabla-

tion.[80-84] Glossop et al   has reviewed clinical and

laboratory experience with the 308 nm XeCl

excimer laser in arthroscopy and found that this

ultra violet laser is  extremely proficient for

debridement of degenerate articular cartilage

and meniscus. Preliminary in vitro and in vivo

studies were performed to investigate the

character of laser-irradiated articular cartilage

and to search for evidence of regeneration and

the results of autoradiographic and histologic

studies showed no evidence of cartilage

regeneration.[85]Beke et al has conducted studies

to demonstrate high-resolution photocross-

linking of biodegradable poly(propylene

fumarate) (PPF) and diethyl fumarate (DEF)

using UV excimer laser photocuring at 308 nm

in a human osteosarcoma (HOS) cell line where

cell adhesion and viability have been

demonstrated showing that the produced

scaffolds are suitable for assisting bone cell

attachment and proliferation.Preliminary cell

tests have proved that PPF : DEF scaffolds

produced by excimer laser photocuring are

biocompatible and  are promising candidates to

be applied in tissue engineering and

regenerative medicine.[86]An in vivo study has

been  conducted to see the  effect of excimer

laser (xenon chloride ultraviolet, 308-nm)

irradiation on degenerate rabbit articular

cartilage where  adult rabbits with mechanically

induced degenerative arthritis of one knee were

used  as experimental  model  and the results of

the study revealed that in the laser-irradiated

group initially there was macroscopic and

microscopic smoothing of the fibrillated surface

while in the control group there was no

improvement in the macroscopic or microscopic

appearance of the articular surface and  by 6

weeks the surface had begun to show the
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reappearance of fibrillation.[87]Andreas has

studied  the application of various lasers

including excimer lasers in  orthopaedic surgery

and found them clinically useful for meniscal

cutting and ablation, lateral retinacular release,

release of posttraumatic fibrosis, chondroplasty,

synovectomy, debridement, labral tear ablation

in a shoulder, subacromial decompression,

rotator cuff debridement, tissue tightening

(collagen shrinking), ankle impingement

decompression and debridement, and

percutaneous nucleotomy. The results of the

study with laser tissue-photoagglutination and

tissue welding may make it possible to repair torn

meniscus by tissue welding with laser energy. [88]

Dentistry

One of the milestones in technological

advancements in dentistry is   the   use   of lasers

which have been found to   provide more

efficient, more comfortable and more predictable

outcomes for the patient.Cutting in soft tissue,

hard dental material ablation, caries removal and

root canal therapy are only a few examples of

dental laser uses.Excimer Lasers in dentistry are

normally used for hard tissue ablation/ dental

caries removal. Argon fluoride / Xenon fluoride

lasers are used. They have a wave length

from193nm to308nm.It has been shown that all

the excimer lasers and especially the argon

fluoride excimer laser at 193 nm are

characterized by its nonthermal photoablation

interaction with polymers[89,90].Pini  et al   studied

the application of excimer lasers in dentistry for

the treatment of dental root canals and the results

of the study revealed that high-energy ultraviolet

(UV) radiation emitted by an XeCl excimer laser

(308 nm) and delivered through suitable optical

fibers can be used to remove residual organic

tissue from the canals.[91]A study has been

conducted to see the effect of ArF excimer laser

on human enamel where human enamel surface

was irradiated with ArF excimer laser and

examined under light microscopy and scanning

electron microscopy (SEM)  and the influence

of the laser irradiation was confined to the

irradiated area only with no visible heat damage

to the surroundings. The results of the study

revealed that   excimer laser may be applied in

a controlled and defined manner for tooth

enamel treatments in dentistry. [92]Joseph   et al

has studied the use of short pulse ArF excimer

laser to ablation of dentin and enamel with

emphasis on the effect of laser pulse repetition

rates (PRR) and fluence levels on the efficiency

of the ablation process and on the average

thermal response of ablated surfaces. The

results of the study showed that ablation of

dentin was found to be considerably more

efficient than the ablation of enamel and

depends exponentially on the laser fluence and

also tissue ablation rates were found to be

comparable to or better than other nanosecond

lasers  and left smooth surfaces, free of thermal

damage.  With the application of   short pulse

ArF excimer laser  the ablated surfaces appear

to be very smooth, highly polished and glossy

looking as if they were subjected to thermal

melting.[93]

Biomedical Implants/Materials / Devices

Laser surface texturing can be used to

produce well defined micro-grooves on

biomedical materials such asTi-6Al-4V. Such

micro-grooves can be optimized to improve the

integration with surrounding tissue. Research

studies have demonstrated that   excimer lasers

or large area masking techniques, grooves

produced with Nd:YVO4 has potential to exhibit

improved roughness parameters and to reduce

heat-affected zones.  Further,   processing

parameters have also been   established for the

fabrication of micro-groove geometries on flat

geometries having relavence to biomedical

implants and devices. [94]Studies conducted by

Waugh and Lawrence to see the  wettability and

osteoblast cell response modulation through UV

laser processing of nylon 6,6  have  revealed

that the laser-induced modifications have given

rise to modulated osteoblast cell response in

terms of cell proliferation and differentiation and

laser surface treatment holds a large potential

to be widely employed within regenerative

medicine as  laser surface treatment offers a

unique means of varying biomimetic properties

to determine generic parameters to predict cell

responses.[95] Segmented polyurethane (SPU)

films with round micropores have been prepared

and a quantitative assay method of endothelial

cell (EC) migration through micropores of and

growth on microprocessed  SPU films as an in

vitro model of transmural  endothelialization in
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open-cell-structured small-diameter vascular

grafts has been developed using excimer laser

which have great relevance in medicine and

biology. [96] A micropatterned microporous

segmented polyurethane film (20×12 mm in size,

30 ìm thick) with four regions was prepared by

excimer laser microprocessing   to provide an in

vivo model of transmural tissue ingrowth in an

open cell–structured scaffold specially designed

for cardiovascular tissue engineering which has

great clinical relevance in medicine.[98]

Pyrenedecanoic acid and pyrene lecithin are

optical probes well suited to investigate lipid

bilayer membranes. The method is based on the

determination of the formation of excited dimers

or excimers.  Applications of the excimer-forming

probes have been reviewed and they have great

relevance in biomedical research particularly in

understanding   phase separation phenomena

and lipid-protein interactions in biological

system.[99]

A microprocessing method has been

developed to prepare microporous polymer films

by an excimer laser ablation technique, which

may enable the fabrication of functional

biomedical devices such as advanced artificial

organs having  relavence  in medicine.[100]The

sheltered transfer and immobilization of rabbit

anti-human antiserum immunoglobulin G (IgG)

by matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation

(MAPLE) have been studied and it has been

found   that   IgG transfer and immobilization

onto substrates are improved by addition of lipid

to MAPLE solutions.[101]Simulated body fluid (SBF)

has been used as a screening method in

determining the bioactivity of numerous

biomaterials. Owed to insufficient surface

properties of polymers it has been seen to be of

great advantage to modify the surfaces of these

materials to allow the polymer to become more

biomimetic.Waugh and Lawrence has conducted

the   studies on    the  enhancement  of biomimetic

apatite coatings by means of KrF excimer laser

surface treatment of nylon 6,6   and  the results

of the study suggest that through excimer laser

surface treatment osteoblast cell adhesion and

proliferation can be enhanced.[102]

DISCUSSION

Lasers are concentrated beams of

electromagnetic radiation (light) travelling in a

particular direction. The defining properties of

laser light are that the light waves are coherent

(all travelling in harmony with one another) and

that they are usually of one wavelength, or

colour.By harnessing these properties in a

device that reflects light back and forth through

a special material, it is possible to generate an

amplified light source, or laser.Such light can be

concentrated in time and space to create truly

extreme conditions, or be used to provide

exquisite imaging and analysis capability across

a wide range of applications.The type of

interaction of laser with tissue that occurs

depends on various factors such as the

properties of laser system (wavelength, energy

pulsed / continuous mode of emission), local

blood circulation, the optical properties of the

tissues, and the immune response of the patient.
[4,5]Further such type of interaction involves

different effects like photo thermal effect,

mechanical effect, photo chemical effect,  tissue-

welding effect .  The understanding of interaction

of laser with tissue involving different

components viz protein, water, fat, melanin,

hemoglobin etc. has led to numerous medical

applications.  Laser-tissue interaction involves

scattering, absorption, heat generation and such

properties could be harnessed for different

applications.  Time   of interaction of the laser

beam and  intensity of the beam play critical role

in defining   the application of   laser in biomedical

field. In the medical field, lasers are diagnostic

and therapeutic instruments that offer a whole

range of solutions. The laser which enables for

greater surgical precision is less invasive and

promotes healing time or cure. This technique

is generally much less traumatic than traditional

surgical techniques. The first use of lasers in

medicine was to damage the retina to

understand ocular injury due to accidental

exposure. [103] Since the first ruby laser, several

devices have been improved placing

ophthalmology at the forefront of medical

specialties using this technology. The laser has

also many applications in the field of biology.

Researchers take the technology to its limits by

playing on two main parameters, the short laser

pulses-to the femtosecond, and energy beams.

Since then, pulsed lasers have become

increasingly popular for their ability to ablate
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biological tissue. For patient diagnosis and

experimental studies, biological tissue can be

either analyzed under a microscope after

immuno-histostaining or crushed for further

molecular analysis. Laser-Assisted microdissec-

tion (LAM) provides a valuable link between

these two approaches. It gives new insights into

cellular mechanisms, genetic disorders, tumor

biomarker identification patient-tailored therapy.

The development of light-absorbing

nanoparticles that are nontoxic to biological

tissue has provided further potential for a more

targeted delivery of heat with minimal damage

to healthy tissue. At an appropriate wavelength,

exposure of a nanoparticle to a laser can trigger

a photothermal effect in the particle whereby

electronic oscillations at the particle surface   are

converted to heat.[104] The  applications of laser

technology in biology and medicine  have  been

found great therapeutic  potential  in treatment

of variety of disease conditions such as

angiomas in children and infants;  spider naevi,

treatment of rosacea, psoriasis,aesthetic

treatment of superficial veins of the skin, acne,

rosacea, warts, birthmarks; ablation of hard

dental tissues without the risk of micro- and

macro-fractures , ablation of the epithelium on

the non-pigmented skin of the eyelid in

preparation for melanocyte transplantation in the

treatment of segmental eyelid vitiligo,  in the

treatment of superficial pigmented lesions,

pregnancy mask (melasma), dermatitis ocher,

some pigmentation related to drugs, certain

types of scarring or ulcers etc.[105]The advantages

of laser in ophthalmology have been well

demonstrated  particularly in the treatment of

myopia and cataract where they enable patients

with visual impairment to regain a clear vision

and forget the stress of wearing glasses or

contact lenses.[106]In  the field of dermatology, it

has great potential  in treatment of vascular

lesions such as angiomas, telangiectasias,

spider naevi, treatment of pigmented lesions

(brown spots, naevus of ota, freckles) and tattoo

or hair removal targeting the melanin stored in

the hair follicles in order to destroy the hair matrix

to enable permanent hair removal

.[107]Furthure,laser surgery has the advantage of

reducing the risk of infection and it promotes

healing. It is used in cosmetic surgery to erase

cellulite and superficial wrinkles. Often less

invasive than conventional surgery, laser surgery

is however not without risks. [108] Lasers can also

be used in dentistry (gum care and treatment of

tooth decay) and phlebology (treatment of

Varicose veins)). [109,110] Lasers   have achieved a

prominent position in medical application and

offer unique advantages for medical diagnosis,

therapeutic treatments and internal surgeries in

most medical disciplines including   dermatology,

dentistry, neurosurgery, eye surgery, cancer

surgery, urology, gastroenterology etc. because

of their ability to deliver high precision

treatments, whilst remaining minimally invasive.

Thus Laser- based therapies and diagnostic

methods represent an area of huge future

potential. Different types of laser like   Nd : YAG

laser,CO
2  

laser, KTP laser, Ho : YAG laser, diode

lasers, excimer lasers etc. are currently being

used for various medical applications. Excimer

lasers, which are pulsed gas lasers operating

with a special mixture of noble gases and

halogens, emit laser radiation in the UV and VUV

spectra, at discrete wavelengths between 351

nm and 157 nm. The most commonly used

excimer  lasers are krypton fluoride ( KrF, 248

nm),  argon  fluoride ( ArF,  193 nm), xenon

chloride ( XeCl, 308 nm ), xenon fluoride ( XeF,

351 nm ).  The principal advantage of excimer

lasers is that they are capable of producing a

very small, precise spot at a very low (UV)

wavelength. Excimer lasers are excellent for

removing excess material through laser ablation

due to the fact that they are able to precisely

destroy material with little to no thermal buildup.

This contrasts with carbon dioxide lasers, which

rely heavily on thermal buildup to “boil off”

material during ablation. Research efforts over

recent years have resulted in   excimer lasers

becoming the tool of choice for many

applications in medical sciences. Excimer lasers

have shown promise in angioplasty, bilary laser

lithotripsy, ophthalmology and orthopedics.

Another medical application where excimer

lasers are being used is dermatology for treating

a variety of dermatological conditions including

psoriasis, vitiligo, atopic dermatitis, alopecia

areata and leukoderma.In the present review,

applications of excimer lasers in biomedical

sciences particularly in dermatology,

ophthalmology, angioplasty, orthopaedics,

lithotripsy, dentistry, medical implants have been
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presented and recent studies carried out have

been reviewed.The largest application of

excimer lasers for medical use is in refractive

laser surgery. As an ophthalmological tool,

excimer laser has been widely used for

photoablation process. The precision of excimer

laser and, more important, the lack of damage

to surrounding tissue, are instrumental for

correction of refractive errors or optical problems

of the eye, including nearsightedness,

farsightedness, and astigmatism. Excimer laser

light is typically absorbed in less than a

nanometer of tissue. By means of intense

excimer pulses, the surface of the human cornea

is reshaped to change its refractive power and

thus to correct for short or long

sightedness.Another medical application where

excimer lasers are being used is dermatology

for treating a variety of dermatological conditions

including psoriasis, vitiligo, atopic dermatitis,

alopecia areata and leukoderma.Excimer lasers

are very powerful UV sources. [111 ]and  they can

also emit nanosecond pulses, with average

output powers between a few watts and hundreds

of watts. Typical wavelengths of excimer lasers

are between 157 and 351 nm. The 308-nm

excimer laser and a related 308-nm excimer

lamp have been approved to treat psoriasis and

vitiligo. [112]Recently   Gupta et al   has reviewed

the effects of UV radiation on wound healing

which is  a very complex   process   involving

multiple tissue types influenced by local as well

as systemic components [113] where the effects of

UV irradiation on skin cells in vitro, UV-induced

damage and its repair, potential effects of UV

irradiation for treatment of microbial infected

wounds, especially those caused by antibiotic-

resistant pathogens, effects of UV irradiation on

wound healing, UV phototherapy for

dermatological and other disorders, novel UV

light sources to improve selective penetration

and reduce the side effects have been

discussed  with an aim to provide nontoxic,

minimally invasive and economically feasible

technology for improving wound healing.[114] Laser

interaction with biological system is a very

complexphenomena  involving  various  factors

having  multiple  therapeutic potencial in disease

conditions. These are photochemical  ,

biostimulation -   stimulatory   effects of laser on

biochemical and molecular processes that

normally occur in tissues such as healing and

repair, photodynamic therapy inducing reactions

in tissues for the treatment of pathologic

conditions,    tissue    fluorescence   useful  as a

diagnostic method to detect light reactive

substance in tissue, photo thermal interactions

useful for photoablation to remove tissue by

vaporization and super heating of tissue fluids ,

coagulation, and hemostasis ; photopyrolysis

;photo disruption - breaking apart of structures

by laser light;  photoaccoustic interaction-

involving  removal of tissue with shock wave

generation, photoelectrical interaction   including

photoplasmolysis which describes how tissue is

removed through the formation of electrically

charged ions and particles that exist in a semi

gaseous high energy state; photocoagulation :

laser heats the tissues to 600 C for a limited time

leading to coagulation of the tissues with minimal

alteration in the appearance of tissue structure.

As a result of these proteins enzymes cytokines

and other bioactive molecules get denatured.  It

has been demonstrated that high power

lasersare used for surgical purposes and low

power lasers are used to promote tissue

regeneration. UV irradiation may cause both

beneficial and damaging effects, which depend

on wavelength, radiant exposure, and UV

sources.Laser is a device producing a very

intense and very narrow (collimated) beam of

electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength

range 180 nm to 1 mm and its important

properties are monochromaticity (narrow

wavelength range), directionality(high

collimation) and coherence (propagation in

same phase) and  laser light isnot an ionizing

type of radiation.Interaction of laser  with the

body is generally at the surface.The eye and

the skin are critical organs for laser radiation

exposure, and the resultant effects vary

depending on the type of laser (frequency or

wavelength of the radiation) and beam energy

output. Laser radiation of the proper wavelength

and energy may be focused by the lens of the

eye onto the retina causing severe damage. If

laser radiation is of high enough energy, skin

burns may also result if extremities or other body

parts are placed in the laser beam.

Thereforejudicious  application of laser

technology may be beneficial in disease

conditions.It should be   used in a manner such
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that the side effects would be minimized.

 Althoughlaser technology including excimer

laser has   made   great progress in diagnosis

and treatment of variety of complex diseases

and its usehas now been well-demonstrated in

ophthalmologic and  dermatologic treatments,

and surgery, this technology has enormous

scope in medicine and biology and could be

explored towards the development of targeted

therapy for complex chronic diseases.In the field

of  medicine, the energy delivered by the laser,

whose intensity can be modulated, can cut,

destroy or alter the cellular or extracellular

structure of biological tissue. This unique

property of laser opens a vast scope in the field

of   medicine. Further the ability of laser

applications in reducing the risk of infection and

promoting healing may delever better

therapeutic protocol in treatment of chronic

diseases such aslocalized infectious diseases,

especially those caused by antibiotic-resistant

pathogens. Recent   research studies have

shown the potential of laser in destroying cancer

cells which opens apath breaking approach  in

the treatment of dreadful disease cancer.

However, high power lasers have been found to

act indiscriminately and thus destroy cancer cells

but also the surrounding tissue.Laser-associated

micro dissection offers a rapid, precise method

of isolating and removing targeted cells or

groups of cells from complex biological tissues

which may be helpful in understanding

physiological mechanisms   on the level of a

specific cell population and even on the level of

the single cell in disease

conditions.Multidisciplinary research studies on

the interaction of   laser with biological   tissue at

molecular level using   biotechnological   tools

will enhace the therapeutic potential of laser

technology   in   diagnosis   and  treatment  of

chronic complex  diseases  especially  cancer ,

genetic disorders, neurogegenerative disorders

,  multidrugresistence tuberculosis ,  autoimmune

diseases , HIV etc.and it may also  be useful  in

designing  new and innovative strategies in drug

delivery and image-guided surgery.
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